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Overview 
Congratulations on your purchase of the DELTA Vehicle Systems Dometic CDF 11 Fridge 
Mount. This mount has been designed in CAD, CNC laser cut, formed, fabricated, and 
powder coated 100% in the U.S.A.  
 

Product Compatibility 
This product is compatible with the Dometic CDF 11 Electric Cooler. It can be mounted on 
just about any flat surface, but is designed to work seamlessly with the DELTA 80 Series 
Land Cruiser/LX450 Center Console Base & other DELTA products. 

 
Packing List 
ID Number Description Quantity  
12335 Mount Baseplate 1  

12336 Mount Bulkhead 1  

12334-3 Rear Tie Down Tab 1  

12334-4 Front Tie Down Tab 1  

10780 #10-24 Nyloc Flange Nut 4  

11370 #10-24 Button Cap Screw 4  

10864 7.5” Zip Tie 4  

 
Packaged By _______________ 
 
 

Tools  
• 1/8” hex key 

• 3/8” box end wrench  
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1 The mount is shipped to you in two 
pieces, the baseplate and the 
bulkhead. The bulkhead has tabs 
that slot in between the tabs on the 
baseplate as shown in the photos. 
Each side has two holes, which will 
be used with the included button cap 
screws & nuts to secure the two 
pieces together. 
 
There will be a gap left between the 
baseplate and the bulkhead, this is 
so that you can route the fridge’s 
power cord down & underneath the 
baseplate. 

Main Assembly 

2 You can now set the fridge in place 
on the mount and insert each of the 
tie down tabs through the slots on 
the front and back of the fridge 
(shorter in the front, longer in the 
back). 
 
These tabs provide a place for each 
of the latches to grab, but they likely 
won’t work perfectly out of the box. 
Each latch is threaded so that you 
can adjust their lengths. Do this for 
each latch so that they hold the 
fridge securely, but can still be 
actuated without too much difficulty. 
 
Secure any extra cord length under 
the rear portion of the fridge mount, 
using the included zip ties & the 
holes cut into the baseplate.  

Set Fridge in Place & Adjust Latches 
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3 DELTA also offers a cubby add-on 
(sold separately) for storing all your 
snacks and loose change. If you 
have one, you can now attach it to 
your fridge mount using its included 
hardware.  

Optional Cubby Add-On  

4 Now that the latches are adjusted, all 
that’s left is to remove the fridge and 
install the mount wherever you want 
it. If you have an 80 series Land 
Cruiser/LX450, we recommend the 
DELTA 80 Series Land 
Cruiser/LX450 Center Console 
Base, but you can use just about any 
flat surface you can put holes in.  
 
The fridge is shown in this photo 
mounted in a vehicle with the center 
console base as well as a DELTA 
shifter console and the 
aforementioned cubby add-on (all 
sold separately), each of which is 
designed to smoothly integrate with 
one another. 
 
Whatever you choose to do, we 
hope you enjoy your newly mounted 
fridge! 

Install Mount Somewhere 


